Tentative Programme

UNOSSC EXPO - Side Event (Sept. 13th, 2022)

Mataverse Mindset via Transformative Business Exposure –

SDG (Sustainable Development Goal) and NFT (Non-fungible Token)

Venue: Virtual

(Join Zoom Meeting [https://gratia.zoom.us/j/94922837908](https://gratia.zoom.us/j/94922837908) Meeting ID: 949 2283 7908)

13th September, 2022 (Tuesday)

630pm – 645pm (HK Time)

Opening Session (5 minutes per speaker)

Opening Remarks:

1) TBC

2) Dr. Shirley Yeung - Director, Centre for Business/ Social Sustainability and Innovation (BSSI)/ Head, School of Business, Gratia Christian College, UNPRME Advanced Signatory Institute, HK
**Group Photo**

645pm – 700pm (15 mins)

Keynote Speech: Humanistic Robotics, AI and Blockchain to Empower Women and Children, and All People

![Dr. David Hanson, CEO - Founder, Hanson Robotics](image)

700pm – 7.15pm (15 mins)

Social Inclusion and NFT for Transformations

![Mr. Sam Ngan, CEO - Popsible NFT](image)

715pm – 735pm (20 mins)

How NFT and Web 3.0 integrate into service / product design to enhance self-management and teamwork for serving the society, e.g. decent jobs in developing countries?

![Mr. Anson Tang, Blockchain Solution Architect and Trainer](image)

![Mr. Eric Fongoh, Co-founder – ICENECDEV Global Compact Member](image)

735pm – 750pm (15 mins)
How women and youth can be empowered with exposure to business in art, life, and technology for transformations?

Ms. Lucie Petit, Founder - HK Model Camp

Dr. Shirley Yeung, Metaverse Mindset Award Winner - UNSDSN-Kenya

750pm – 800pm
Q & A/ Closing Remarks

End